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INTRODUCTION
Congress passed the Indian Removal Act in 1830. The Georgia Legislature did not wait on the
Congress to take action to remove the Indians from GA and began voting in 1828 and beyond to
take by eminent domain all of the Cherokee lands in North Georgia and to eliminate all Cherokee
rights. The Creek Indians had already been removed by 1827. The legislature voted to make
Indians a non-existent people and forced the Cherokees to remove their capital from New
Echota, GA to Red Clay, TN. The Cherokee’s fought this decision in the Supreme Court and
won but President Jackson and the GA Legislature ignored the court’s decision.
After taking the Cherokee lands, Georgia hired surveyors to map the Cherokee property for the
purpose of giving that land to white Georgia citizens. The surveyors mapped the property into
four Sections and each Section was then sub-divided into approximate 6 mile and 6 mile
Districts which were further sub-divided into Land Lots. Most of the Land Lots were 160 acres.
However, in the area which is now Lumpkin and Dawson Counties, some of the Land Lots were
divided into 40 acre Gold Lots. The surveyors were paid a standard wage for their work but it
was hardly enough considering the effort to map the mountainous terrain of North Georgia.
Many of the District maps only included the definition of the District and Land Lot boundaries
plus major rivers and creeks. Some surveyors went further and mapped the major Indian trails
that existed at the time of the survey. These trails, for the most part, were trails used by traders
and pioneers allowed to cross the Cherokee territory by passport from the Indian Agent. These
trails had been expanded from the common 2 and 4 foot everyday trails to 8 foot trails to
accommodate wagons and mule trains.
Years ago, the Mountain Stewards helped to map the Indian trails in NC near the Eastern Band
of the Cherokee Nation. Jerry Wolfe, Eastern Band beloved elder told us that most of the Indian
trails were 2-foot or 4-foot trails used for their everyday travels. He further said these trails did
not follow the easiest path but rather went straight up and over mountains following the shortest
distance. For the most part, these everyday trails have been plowed over by urban renewal or
farming and we have long lost knowledge of their existence. However, some do remain in
forested areas that have remained undisturbed. With knowledge of where to look, some can be
rediscovered and mapped.
The Southern Appalachian Mountains in North Georgia.
The extreme southern end of the Southern Appalachian Mountains forms a backbone for the
boundary between Dawson, Pickens and Gilmer County, GA. This backbone is made up of
Amicalola, Burnt, Sassafras and Oglethorpe Mountains. Northward on this backbone is Springer
Mountain and the start of the Appalachian Trail. For the most part, this area was the hunting area
of the Cherokee and the Creeks before them. The main villages of the Cherokee were mostly
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located north of this part of the Southern Appalachian Mountains along the GA-SC-TN boundary
and south along the Etowah River. Smaller villages were located in the interior of the Cherokee
Territory. Creek villages were also located in this area but little information is available as to
their location. Also, by the early 1800’s, the Cherokee and Creek had begun trying to assimilate
to the white man’s way of living with some Indians moved into farming and living apart from the
main villages. Thus, there was a scattering of Cherokee and Creek Indians across the Cherokee
Territory in North GA.
Toward this assimilation, the Cherokee had divided their territory into regional districts with a
central “mother” town for providing a government-like approach for Cherokee leadership. This
was no different from what was done previously in the Lower, Middle, Overhill, and Out Towns.
Many of the 2 and 4 foot trails were the ones that connected these establishments allow the
people to move between them for meetings, festival gatherings and more.

The area where the Southern Appalachian Mountains end was in the Hickory Log and
Coosawatee Districts. Ellijay Town and Coosawatee Town were principal places for the
Cherokee to gather for meetings and festivals. Thus trails heading in that direction were common
across the Southern Appalachian Mountains.
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DISCOVERING AND MAPPING THE INDIAN TRAILS
An Essential Knowledge Base
Because the 2-foot and 4-foot Indian trails were never mapped in the GA Land Lottery maps, all
knowledge of their existence is essentially lost. However, the area of Pickens, Dawson and
Gilmer in the Southern Appalachian Mountains was explored by the Mountain Stewards over a
decade ago and some sections mapped and artifact sites noted. Also, there are a number of
historical reports of the area that provide knowledge of Creek and Cherokee activities that can
help in identifying areas where to search. In particular, all Marker Trees located were added to
the nationwide database maintained by the Mountain Stewards. Thus, for this area, we have a
relatively good knowledge base from which to begin a survey of Indian trails.
The Mapping Process
The Mountain Stewards did map many of the main Creek and Cherokee trails in GA, SC, NC,
AL and TN using the process developed by our technical guru, Dr. Mickey Nardo. That database
contain well over 5,000 miles of trails. But that sophisticated process cannot be used for the
smaller trails. For those trails, we have to employ a different process.
Over the past year, we have begun to explore the use of dowsing rods and the phenomenon
associated with them to research Indian artifact sites. What has been discovered is almost all, if
not all, Indian artifact sites have an underground stream associated with the surface site. In fact,
the underground stream is directly underneath the artifact site. These underground streams are
being documented using dowsing rods to find the underground water as a means of
authenticating the Indigenous site. Further, using the phenomenon associated with the rods, we
can ask yes and no questions at the site with the rods and get a response to the questions by the
rods rotating to a yes or no response. For a yes response, the rods rotate inwardly and for a no
response, the rods rotate outwardly. This unexplainable phenomenon is far beyond our
understanding but has proven to be a repeatable approach to Indigenous site studies.
Taking this one step further, we have found that using the rods, we can located old Indian trails
by asking if a trail is near our vicinity and, if yes, then asking in what direction the trail is located
and having the rods swing in the proper direction. If one walks with the rods held out in front of
them horizontally in the direction they pointed, the rods will rotate to the yes position (closed in
front of you) when you cross over the trail. When you find the trail location, one can ask if this is
an Indian trail and get a yes or no response. In some cases, if we know what the common trail
name was, we can ask a more specific question and get a response. For instance, we suspected
that the Appalachian Trail when it existed from its original starting pointing on Mt. Oglethorpe
in Pickens County, GA was laid down on top of the old Indian trail. In fact, when we asked if
both of the trails were in this location, we got a yes answer from the rods.
Using the dowsing rods, when you locate the trail, you can ask what direction the trail is heading
and then begin to follow that direction. The rods will remain closed in the yes position in front of
your body as long as you are following the path. If you drift off of the trail, the rods will begin to
open up to give you an indication you need to correct your path direction to keep the rods closed.
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If we are following a long section of the trail, we can turn on the tracking function of our handheld GPS and record the location of the trail for later installing on Google Earth. If we cannot
use the track function, then it is better to stop every 50-100 feet and record a waypoint for later
developing a track line.
Using this process to map Indian trails, we have completed the mapping of a system of trails in
the Southern Appalachian Mountains that were the main trail to Ellijay and Coosawatee Towns
and trails to two sacred sites suspected to exist in the area. The main trail included the segment
from the Big Canoe Community east of Oglethorpe Mountain to the top of the mountain and the
segment north to Rt. 136 where we stopped mapping. The main trail continues on toward Ellijay
but goes into private property where we cannot map without special permission. Total trail

Marker Tree on Indian Trail Pointing the Way

Marker Tree Pointing to Grave Along the Trail

Depression in Ground of Indian Trail

Indian Trail that Became a Pioneer Trail

length of all the trails mapped is over 20 miles. During the mapping process, we passed Indian
Marker Trees previously recorded that were suspected on marking Indian trails which are now
confirmed. Also, in undisturbed areas of the state forests, we were able to find evidence of the
trail where there were depressions in the ground from hundreds of Indians walking the trail two
hundred years or more ago.
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INDIAN TRAILS IN THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN AREA
Big Canoe Indian Trail
The mapping of the Indian trail began in Big Canoe, GA, a resort community know to have had
Cherokee and probably Creek Indians living there before the removal period in 1838. Charlene
Terrell in her book, Wolfscratch Wilderness noted that one Cherokee who lived in the area for
part of his lifetime was named Sconti. Many features in Big Canoe are named after him and
some were previously but the name has been changed. There was a small Indian village
suspected to have existed in this location probably along one of the major creeks that flow
through the area, now dammed up to form lakes. The village is believed to now be under Lake
Pettit, south of the small island in the center of the lake. From the suspected village site, a trail
was mapped, using the methodology described previously, to the west to a trail known as the
Jeep Trail. At the location of where the western segment intersected with the Jeep Trail, a
Marker Tree was located marking the exact junction. The trail then turned to the NW and began
to climb in elevation toward Oglethorpe Mountain. The trail followed the Jeep Trail to the point
where the trail can no longer support vehicle traffic due to steepness and becomes the Nancy
Womack Trail. At this location is another Marker Tree. The trail begins a steep accent toward
Oglethorpe Mountain and near the top, turns due west and then NW to cross over the peak of the
mountain. At this peak, the Appalachian Trail began in 1932-3.
Indian Trail Segment from Oglethorpe Mountain to Burnt Mountain
From the peak, the Indian trail begins a slow decent to the NE down the mountain to begin
following the mountain ridge line to the north. Monument Road was built on this ridge line in the
1930’s and improved in the 1940’s but the trail for the most part is off of the road on either side
of the ridge line. For some segments of the trail, both the Indian trail and the Appalachian Trail
are co-located. In other segments, they are located 20-50 feet apart.
The trails cross over near the peak of Sassafras Mountain and then continues on the ridge line to
the north before it heads down the east side of Burnt Mountain crossing over Rt. 136 several
hundred feet to the west of where the new Monument Road junctions with Rt. 136. This trail
continues on to the north onto Tate Mountain Estates which is private property so the trail cannot
be followed further.
Amicalola Trail
To the Cherokees, the Amicalola waterfall was called Um Ma Calo La meaning "tumbling or
falling waters." It was considered a spiritual place for them and one can easily see why. Stand in
front of the waterfall for a few minutes drinking in its beauty and power and it will lift your
spirits. Until their removal in 1838, the Cherokees occupied the territory around the falls and all
of North Georgia. It was their hunting and gathering grounds and they cared for it with great
devotion.
Elizabeth Brook was one of the early pioneers who lived near the base of the falls in the early
1850's. Some believe she was part Cherokee because of her looks. She married Bartley Crane in
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1853. He was one of the early pioneers to the Amicalola Region. Bartley ran a corn and flour
mill on Little Amicalola Creek at the base of the falls and he also ran a distillery which was
government sanctioned.
In an article called the "The Pioneers at Amicalola Falls" published in the North Georgia Journal,
Anne Dismuke Amerson reported that Elizabeth Brook Crane would periodically take her double
barrel shotgun and jugs of whiskey and ride her mule up into the Amicalola Mts. and stay a week
at a time. It is thought she was visiting some of the Cherokee's who had escaped the "Trail of
Tears.
At the junction of the new Monument and old Monument (now closed) Road, a branch trail
heads off to the NE following the new Monument Road to the east of the road. This trail goes
right by several Marker Trees. This branch trail is being called Amicalola Trail since it is going
to Amicalola Falls in the state park. There are a number of historical reports that suggested
Amicalola Falls was a sacred site to the Cherokee and that they would have had a trail going in
that direction. Previous surveys along Rt. 136 in Dawson County had shown the existence of
trails and Marker Trees suggesting the possibility of an Indian trail in that direction.
The trail makes an abrupt turn to the east where it junctions with Rt. 136 and follows right on or
near Rt. 136 until the road curves sharply to the north. At this location, the trail begins its trek to
the south of the highway which did not exist when the trail was in use. The trail goes over a ridge
line for about a mile before the ridge line turns to the south and the trail follows. Before this turn
and along the ridge line to the south, the old trail is easily found from the deep depression in the
ground formed from hundreds of years of use by the Indians. This trail eventually junctions with
an old pioneer road built on top of the Indian trail. The trail/road follows a valley at the base of
the mountainous area. The pioneer road continues to follow the easiest route through the valley
heading back to where Rt. 136 continues down the mountain. However, the Indian trail branches
off of this easier route and heads uphill along a ridge line to intersect with Rt. 136 a half mile
before the pioneer road intersects. From where the Indian trail intersects with Rt. 136 again, it
follows this route for about a mile before turning off again near Eagle Ridge Road. Where it
turns, if goes right by a Marker Tree showing the way straight down a steep hill and straight over
the next hill until it reaches Champion Creek where it begins to follow the Creek to the east. The
trail is very evident in this location.
Soon after junctioning with Champion Creek, the trail leaves state property and enters private
property where the trail cannot be followed. Previous research of this area located the Champion
Grist Mill built by Charlie Champion around the 1850’s right on the Indian trail. This part of the
trail was improved to allow wagons to get to the mill site for grinding their corn. The trail heads
east from the mill site and then junctions with Amicalola Creek where it turns north to follow
that valley to the junction of Rt. 52 and Fausett Lake Road. Near that junction, the town of
Johntown was built in the 1840’s. It was named for John Fausett, John Seay, and John Anderson
whose families occupied the foothills below Amicalola Falls. These early families had a lot of
children so they established a church and a school and it soon became a Placename town in GA.
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From Johntown, the trail heads NE across Rt. 52 where it enters
a forested section, passes by a Marker Tree and then heads due
east along a ridge line. North of where Rt. 52 junctions with Rt.
183 and where Rt. 52 now heads NNE, the trail located on
private property begins its northerly route heading for
Amicalola Falls State Park. The trail stays to the north of Rt. 52
following a ridge line directly into park property. The trail was
relocated on park land coming in from the west crossing over
Amicalola Falls State Park Road about 0.1 miles west of the
visitor center. After crossing the road, the trail turns east toward
the visitor center and heads to Little Amicalola Creek which
flows through the valley of the Amicalola Mountains from the
falls. The trail now turns to the north and parallels the creek
remaining west of the creek for part of the way toward the falls
and switching to the east side about half way to the lake near the
base of the falls. At the fishing lake at the base of
the falls, the trail crosses the creek and remains on
the west side of the creek all the way to where the
footbridge crosses the creek/falls near the bottom of
the falls.

All that Remains of Johntown

At the bottom of the falls, the Amicalola Trail ends.
Using the dowsing rods to determine information
about this site, it was learned that the site was
sacred and that it was sacred to the Cherokee but
not the Creek Indians. It is not a ceremonial site.
The total length of this trail is 8.75 miles. While
Johntown Sign
mapping this trail, other smaller trails were noted
branching off of it which will have to be explored when time permits.
Sharp Top Indian Trail
This trail begins just to the east of Monument Road at a tree that is not a Marker Tree (no water
under it) but one nevertheless that has features that get your attention. The tree points in the
direction of the main trail on the ridge line of the mountain wherein the trail at this point crosses
to the west of Monument Road. The branch trail, Sharp Top Mountain Trail, heads due west
from the tree until it reaches the mountain slope and then begins to follow a path downhill on the
backbone of a ridge line. Using the dowsing rods to determine which trail this is, the rods rotate
to a yes when asked if this is the Sharp Top Indian Trail. They also respond to a yes when asked
if this is a Creek Indian trail.
The trail following the ridge line passes by the Bent Tree Water Tank and eventually intersects
with Shadowick Mountain Road in Bent Tree. From there it follows Shadowick Mountain Road
downhill which is on the backbone of the ridge. Just before Shadowick intersects with Camelot
Way, the trail remains on the ridge line to the east of Camelot passing by a Marker Tree and
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Indian graves. Where Camelot Way intersects with Denny Ridge Road, the trail follows Denny
Ridge for a short distance, then turns to a WNW direction following Crooked Creek Trace
passing under a house near the turn-around and goes downhill to the gravel road into Young Life
where it crosses over Long Swamp Creek.
With the large number of Creek Indian graves being found in the Bent Tree area, it is likely that
there was at least a small village there. Using the rods, I asked if a village was located near Long
Swamp Creek and got a yes response. I used the rods to direct me to the location and found the
village site on the Young Life property plus a number of graves. I aged the village to be about
circa 1770's. From the village site, I suspect a number of trails radiated outwardly.
Just to the west of this location is a Marker Tree marking two Creek Indian graves and a trail was
found going passed the tree. Also near this tree is another grave on Horse Cove Road and
another Indian trail.
The trail to Sharp Top is north of the Marker tree going over some rough terrain and coming out
east of Buckeye Court behind the Tysons home where the trail turns due north and heads uphill
to Sharp Top Mountain. After crossing over GA Baptist Road, it intersects with the trail going to
the top of the mountain and follows it to the top. It is likely Sharp Top Mountain was a sacred
place to the Creeks and may have been a ceremonial place.
This trail is approximately 3 miles long.
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Big Canoe Trail Segment

Main Trail Segment Paralleling Monument Road
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Amicalola Trail Rt.136 to Rt. 52

Amicalola Trail Rt. 52 to State Park
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Sharp Top Indian Trail
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